
 + Neutral peach tone 
immediately brightens 
and corrects dark circles

 + Cooling applicator aids in 
reduction of puffiness

 + Smooths fine lines and wrinkles
 + Primes skin for smooth 

application of eye makeup
 + Reapply throughout 

the day as a refresh

TOTAL EYE® FEATURES

SUGGESTED USE
 + Recommended for use in 

conjunction with Total Eye™ 
Concentrate and Total Eye™ 
Hydrogel Treatment Masks. 

 + Apply Total Eye® after All Calm®, 
Even Up®, or your favorite 
Skin Perfector. 

 + Complete your look with 
your favorite Colorescience 
Foundation or Enhancers. Then 
finish with Sunforgettable® 
Brush-on Shield SPF 50 every two 
hours for continued protection.

We’re Colorescience, and we know healthy skin.
From sunlight, to pollution, to free radicals, we believe in 
going way beyond UV. We’re obsessively overprotective 
about preventing skin damage. And that’s exactly why 
physicians love us.

WE KNOW SKINCARE INNOVATION.
We believe skincare battles are best won before they 
are fought. Because investing in scientific innovation 
now, means we won’t have to pay the price for free 
radicals later.

WE KNOW SERIOUS SUN PROTECTION.
When it comes to sunscreen, we believe it should 
be a purely physical relationship—not chemical one. 
Because the best defense is a mineral suncare offense. 

COLORESCIENCE.  
KNOW BETTER SKIN.

COLORESCIENCE
KNOW BETTER SKIN
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TOTAL EYE 

3-IN-1 RENEWAL CARE

®

THE EYES HAVE IT

@colorescience



HOW TO USE

Dispense half 
a pump to the 
applicator tip.

Dot around both 
eyes; then smooth 
product over the 
entire orbital 
region, ensuring 
even coverage from 
under eye to brow—
including eyelids.

Blend with 
fingertips for a 
seamless finish.

TO SEE A VIDEO ON HOW TO USE, VISIT: COLORESCIENCE.COM/TOTALEYE
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IMMEDIATE RESULTS.
LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENT. 

With powerful clinical ingredients, Total Eye® 
3-in-1 Renewal Care provides a rested, youthful 
appearance by visibly improving signs of skin aging.

COLOR CORRECTION: 
Immediately brightens the eye area and corrects 
imperfections to reduce dark circles and puffiness 
for a refreshed and rested appearance.

TREATMENT: 
Helps restore skin health with hydration that 
provides support for sagging skin to enhance 
the upper eye area. Improves the appearance of 
dark circles, puffiness, fine lines, and wrinkles.

IN A 4-WEEK MULTI-CENTER STUDY*
“When using Total Eye® 
3-in-1 Renewal Care 
my eyes look refreshed 
and I have much more 
of an ‘awake’ look. 
I would definitely 
recommend this 
product.”

 —Multi-center 
clinical study subject

SEE THE DIFFERENCE

IMMEDIATELY AFTER APPLICATION OF TOTAL EYE®

AFTER 4 WEEKS OF USING TOTAL EYE®

95%

97%

95% reported their eyes looked more rested and youthful

reported improvement in dark circles, 
puffiness, crow’s feet, and skin firmness

reported their eyes looked and felt more rejuvenated

BEFORE
(BARE SKIN)

IMMEDIATELY AFTER
APPLICATION OF TOTAL EYE™

AFTER 4 WEEKS
(BARE SKIN)

* TOTAL EYE® WAS TESTED ON 90 PATIENTS IN 17 CENTERS.

“All of our participants 
raved about the 
feel of Total Eye® 
and the results seen 
in just 4 weeks.”

 —Jennifer Garrett, Graystone 
Aesthetic Eye Center 
Clinical Study Center

OPHTHALMOLOGIST REVIEWED
Safe for: use around eye area, contact lens wearers, and sensitive eyes

RECOMMENDED WITH TOTAL EYE®

EVEN UP® CLINICAL PIGMENT PERFECTOR® SPF 50
Brighten, correct and protect your skin with Even Up® 
Clinical Pigment Perfector®. Its patented LUMIRA® 
complex is clinically tested to diminish the appearance 
of discoloration and immediately blur stubborn brown 
spots, while zinc oxide and titanium dioxide deliver 
chemical-free UV and environmental protection.

TREAT FOR HYPERPIGMENTATION

ALL CALM® CLINICAL REDNESS CORRECTOR SPF 50
This 3-in-1 proprietary formula instantly neutralizes 
redness, helps soothe and calm sensitive skin, and 
provides SPF 50 protection while its patent pending 
BioSolace® complex helps provide ongoing relief 
from sensitivity and the appearance of redness.

TREAT FOR REDNESS

MINERAL CORRECTOR PALETTE
This versatile palette instantly corrects the look of 
imperfections. Complete with five shades to neutralize 
red, blue, and yellow tones, Mineral Corrector Palette 
provides long-lasting,natural-looking coverage. 

CORRECT FOR ADDITIONAL DARK CIRCLE COVERAGE

SUNFORGETTABLE® ENVIROSCREEN™ PROTECTION 

BRUSH-ON SHIELD SPF 50
Designed with EnviroScreen™ Technology to provide 
protection from environmental aggressors such as UVA/
UVB, pollution, blue light, and infrared radiation while 
antioxidants provide defense against free radicals. 
Convenience, on-the-go application--alone or over makeup.

PROTECT FOR ALL SKIN TYPES


